WSOP CIRCUIT 2022-23
EVENT #10 MAIN EVENT REPORT
Circuit Stop:
Event:
Buy-in:

Choctaw (Durant, OK.)
#11 Main Event
$1,700

Date:
Entries:
Prizepool:

1 August 2022
931
$1,410,465

DANNY MARX WINS THE MAIN EVENT
Danny Marx wins the Main Event and his first WSOP ring
Danny Marx is the first Main Event champion of the 2022/2023 World Series of Poker
Circuit season after he topped a massive field of 931 entries to walk away with the Choctaw
Durant $1,700 Main Event title, a $246,829 top prize, and a seat into the 2023 Tournament
of Champions.
Marx came into the final day at the bottom of the counts but picked his spots and went on a
late final table heater to claim his first gold ring and taking down over a quarter-million
dollars to go along with it was rewarding as well.
"I have no words right now, this whole tournament has been an insane experience for me,"
Marx shared. "I am incredibly grateful. I need a night to let it all sink in, I'm just super
happy right now"
To make it to the Main Event's top prize, Marx had to navigate a highly skilled final table,
that included not just WSOP ring winners, but a bracelet winner as well.
"A lot of those guys are very, very tough players," Marx said. "A lot of them have a lot more
tournament experience than me. I come from a cash background, I'm still getting the hang
of tournament stack depths, but I learned a ton from playing against them. I was incredibly
lucky to be able to beat them."
Although he didn't have a rail, Marx made sure to let his friends and family back home
know how he was doing through frequent updates.

"I want to thank all of my friends," Marx said. "I had a bunch of people sending me well
wishes throughout the tournament, and especially now my phone is blowing up like crazy.
It helps to see that all of your friends care about you and want you to succeed."
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